NOTABLE ESSAYS OF 2010 - 2011

Surfaces Only
Michelle Chen

Silence within and in Between
Elizabeth Denning

Soaking
Benjamin Dewey

Saving the Enemy
Kullan Edberg

Repeat Beats
Kevin Gotkin

Strange Fruit, Kernel of Truth
Georgia Halliday

My Dad, The Grand Canyon
John Hawkins

Double Life
Andrew Heaton

Through Their Eyes
Ricky J. Kassin

Keepsakes
Soraya Sunitra Xiang Yin Kee

Waves, War, and Work
Margaret Kirchner
The Only Thing I Know To Be True
Tori Metcalf

Harvest
Clark Noone

Impasse as the Only Bridge
Karen E. Olsoy

Beyond the Breakers and Back
Katrina Pallop

A Handmade Reality
Felicia Powell

The Sisyphean Life
Andrew Y. Sun

Cashing In, Cashing Out
Ai-Shan Chloé Tang